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Preface

For me, the motivation for this master’s thesis was negative-ion/positive-ion
coincidence spectroscopy as a state-of-the-art research method as it has less
than ten years of active usage. The idea of making a thesis that is on the
cutting edge of spectroscopy is quite engaging to me, and it has kept me
going after delays and difficulties.

This subject came to me by chance as originally my summer trainee job at
NANOMO was supposed to be a lab assistant, to help in the measurements
done in lab and help designing experimental instruments. The job also in-
cluded data analysis, which became the only part of my job I actually did as
the summer of 2020 rolled around with its COVID-19 restrictions. As remote
work recommendation was in order, I did not have a chance for any actual
practical work in the laboratory, which is a shame since now I feel that I lack
the experience working in a laboratory. I am also a little jealous of those
students who get to measure their own data for their master’s theses.

As the data analysis is in the forefront of this thesis, I deem it would be
necessary to mention the Igor Pro 8 program and how it was to use. At the
start I found it to be cumbersome to use, but after using it and with the guide
and assistance of my supervisors and with some heavy use of Google, I got
the hang of it. The program did everything I needed it to do, although it had
a bad habit of crashing when I had not saved for a while and the occasional
issues with its window placement. After using Igor Pro 8 for a while, learning
a few tricks made it faster to use and more effective to operate, which made
using Igor Pro 8 more enjoyable.

Negative ion/positive ion coincidence spectroscopy was something I had only
preliminary knowledge before, and data analysis was foreign to me before I
started to work on this thesis. The writing of this master’s thesis has taught
me a great deal about the physics and technology used in spectroscopy. My
scientific writing and academic writing skills in English have improved with
my vocabulary.



Before immersing into the subject at hand, I would like to thank my supervi-
sors Minna Patanen and Antti Kivimäki for all the assistance I have received
when I needed it and for the patience they had for me from the beginning
to the end. I also need to thank Mira Tikkanen for drawing some of the
high-resolution figures used in this thesis just the way I wanted.
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1 Introduction

The goal of this thesis is to familiarize the reader in negative-ion/positive-
ion coincidence spectroscopy, a type of ion time-of-flight mass spectroscopy,
how was it used to measure experimental data and how the data was then
analyzed using Igor Pro 8 data analysis program. To aid in the understand-
ing of this type of spectroscopy and appreciate its value in the future of
studying fragmentation channels of molecules, it is vital to get a grasp on
the underlying physics behind it all. Topics of this thesis are complementary
to negative-ion/positive-ion coincidence, from the production of synchrotron
radiation, its usage in beamlines and to the measurement instruments all the
way to data processing and analysis.

In this thesis, the molecule in study was ethanol (C2H5OH), a simple alcohol
composed of an ethyl group (CH2CH3) and a hydroxyl group (OH). Ethanol’s
molecular structure allows it to dissolve both polar and nonpolar compounds,
while having a low boiling and freezing point allows ethanol to have wide-
ranging field of uses. Ethanol can be used as a fuel source for vehicles or as a
fuel additive or as an antifreeze. It is a universal solvent used in paints, inks,
household cleaning supplies, cosmetics and in personal hygiene products like
deodorants and mouthwashes. Ethanol also has uses in medicine, like as a
disinfectant in hand sanitizers or as a solvent in cough and cold medicines.
It has its purposes in food industry as well. Ethanol can be used in cooking,
as a preservative, it can be fermented into vinegar and of course it can be
drank as a relaxing glass of red wine or a pint of beer after a hard day’s work.
[1]

Ethanol is a good experimental molecule for this relatively new field of study
because it has uses in wide-ranging fields and is also quite simple. The
methods used in this thesis have been used before in the study of methanol
called Fragmentation of Methanol Molecules after Core Excitation and Core
Ionization Studied by Negative-Ion/Positive-Ion Coincidence Experiments
by Antti Kivimäki, Christian Stråhlman, Robert Richter and Rami Sankari
published in 2018. [1, 2]
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2 Synchrotron radiation

2.1 Introduction to synchrotron radiation

Synchrotron radiation is electromagnetic radiation, which is emitted when
relativistic charged particles, usually electrons, in a circular accelerator are
accelerated perpendicularly to their velocity. This acceleration is achieved
in synchrotrons by using bending magnets, wigglers and undulators, which
consist of an array of powerful magnets. These magnets force electrons into
oscillating motion inducing dipole radiation which continues its travel tan-
gentially, out of the storage ring to the beamline where it can be used for
experiments. [3, 4, 5, 6]

Synchrotron radiation has many advantages compared to conventional labo-
ratory based photon sources, like the ability to continuously tune the photon
energy from hard x-rays down to infrared, which is not possible with other
photon sources like x-ray tubes or gas discharge lamps. Other advantages are
immensely high flux for faster experiments, high spatial coherence leading to
highly collimated light and therefore high brilliance, variable light polariza-
tion, the ability to produce light reliably around the clock by using top-up
mode and if needed the ability to produce very short, picosecond-range pulses
for time-resolved experiments as shown in Figure 1. [3, 4, 5, 6]

The biggest drawback in using synchrotron radiation is the rarity of the de-
vices. Synchrotron facilities are large, expensive to build and to operate,
and there is a high demand for their usage. The limited amount of beam-
time availability and high costs of synchrotron radiation limit the use of
synchrotron radiation and causes competition between research projects.
[3, 4, 5, 6]

There are four distinct generations of synchrotrons developed. The first
generation of synchrotrons was not really designed to produce synchrotron
radiation, it was more like an undesirable side effect from the closed-ring
particle accelerators which were used for high-energy and nuclear-physics
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experiments. Synchrotron Ultraviolet Radiation Facility (SURF I, Gaithers-
burg campus, Maryland, USA) was the first to offer synchrotron radiation
for regular use for scientists in 1961. The second generation of synchrotrons
came to be by the development of efficient electron-storage rings that allowed
long term operation, and they were the first facilities build purely for the use
of synchrotron radiation. The first of the second generation synchrotrons was
the 2 GeV Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS, Daresbury, England) which
opened in 1981. The third generation of synchrotrons is defined by the use
of insertion devices and magnet lattice which are used to optimize the emit-
tance of the electron beam, thus increasing x-ray beam brilliance. The first of
these third generation synchotrons was the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France) which opened for use in 1994. The fourth
generation is the newest generation of synchrotrons currently in use. They
are defined by the use of diffraction-limited storage rings (DLSRs), which al-
low even narrower and more parallel electron beams than even possible with
the third generation facilities. MAX IV (Lund, Sweden) was the first fourth
generation facility to be built and it started operating in 2016.
[3, 7, 8, 9, 10]

2.2 Components and working principle

Modern synchrotron radiation facilities consist of five main components; elec-
tron source, optional booster ring, storage ring, radio frequency cavities and
beamlines. The storage ring itself is a type of synchrotron, but instead of
accelerating particles, it stores them with a constant energy. A schematic of
a modern synchrotron radiation facility is depicted in Figure 1. [3, 4, 5, 6]
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Figure 1: Schematic of a modern synchrotron radiation facility, with the
most important components labelled. Inset shows the bunch length in pi-
coseconds. [11]

An electron source can be divided into two main parts, electron gun and linear
accelerator. An electron gun produces electrons via thermionic emission for
the whole synchrotron by heating of a filament. The electron gun produces
electrons continuously because electrons are lost in the storage ring. These
losses happen when electrons collide with leftover gas molecules inside the
vacuum of the storage ring, losing energy and causing them to hit the walls of
the storage ring. The electrons then travel to the linear accelerator (LINAC)
where the electrons are accelerated by oscillating electric fields. Then the
electrons are either injected directly to the storage ring or to a booster ring,
depending on if the facility has a booster ring or not. If the facility does not
have a booster ring, the LINAC accelerates the electrons straight to higher
energies, usually to the storage ring energy. [3, 4, 5, 6]
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In the booster ring the electrons are accelerated close to or at storage ring
energies depending on the generation of the synchrotron. Older synchrotrons
would accelerate electrons to near storage ring energies and when the storage
ring current falls to about 70% electrons would get injected to the storage
ring. This injection causes downtime at the beamlines, because the insertion
devices i.e. wigglers and undulators need to be opened to avoid spontaneous
beam dump. [3, 4, 5, 6]

Modern synchrotron facilities circumvent this problem by utilizing top-up
mode, where electrons get accelerated to storage ring energies. Storage ring
current is then replenished by small and periodic electron injections from
the booster ring or LINAC. The electrons are injected to a parallel orbit
next to storage ring current and after few milliseconds the new electrons will
merge with the old ones. Top-up mode allows the continuous production of
synchrotron radiation for beamlines to use. [3, 4, 5, 6]

The storage ring stores the electrons and contains them in a closed loop by
using magnets. The kinetic energies of the electrons are in the ballpark of
gigaelectronvolts, meaning that the electrons are ultrarelativistic i.e. very
close to the speed of light. There are three types of generally used magnets,
dipole magnets, quadrupole magnets and sextupole magnets. A structure of
these magnets is called a magnet lattice. More on these magnets is explained
later in the text. A storage ring consists of arced segments which house the
magnet lattices and straight segments which house the insertion devices.
[3, 4, 5, 6]

Every time that electrons are bent to produce synchrotron radiation, they
lose energy. This energy loss will make the electrons slower, meaning they
are at risk to collide with the walls of the storage ring. To prevent this, a
radio frequency cavity boosts the energy of the electrons just right every time
the electrons pass through it. [3, 4, 5, 6]

A schematic of a x-ray synchrotron beamline is illustrated in Figure 2. Beam-
lines are situated tangentially to the storage ring and bending magnets or
on the same axis as the insertion devices. Beamlines can be split into three
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distinct areas which are "front end", optics hutch and experimental hutch.
"Front end" is the first section of the beamline from the storage ring, and
it has many operation and safety features. It separates the beamline and
storage ring vacuums, observes the photon beam and its position. Then it
uses an aperture to specify the angular acceptance of synchrotron radiation
and when necessary stops synchrotron radiation from entering optics and
experimental hutches. [3, 4, 5, 6]

Figure 2: General components found at an x-ray synchrotron beamline. How-
ever the individual components can vary wildly between beamlines and some
beamlines might use more or less components. By installing multiple beam-
position monitors (BPM) the beam’s tilt angle and height can be resolved.
Beam-defining apertures narrow the angular range of the radiation to the
beamline, while also acting as a high-pass filter, screening low-energy photons
from outer parts of the beam. The beam’s divergence is further diminished
by two adjustable beam-defining slits. Primary optics consist of mirrors and
monochromators. A bremsstrahlung blocker (BSB) stops the gamma-ray
bremsstrahlung coming from the storage ring. Exit slits are used to clean up
the beam after the primary optics, similarly to beam-defining slits. A beam
intensity monitor records data about the x-ray beam for example calibration
and normalization purposes. Secondary optics (e.g. Fresnel zone plates) are
used when it is required to have focal spots of under a µm. [12]

Optics hutch contains as the name implies optics, which are used to focus
and often monochromatize the photon beam. The photon beam then enters
the experimental hutch, which depending on the photon energies need to be
lined with lead and concrete to protect the users from gamma radiation and
neutrons produced by collisions of electrons with residual gas molecules in
the storage ring. [3, 4, 5, 6]
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2.3 Magnet lattice

Magnet lattice is a part of a storage ring that consists of three types of mag-
nets; bending magnets, quadrupole magnets and sextupole magnets. These
magnets are usually placed in a repeating manner, forming a periodic cell. If
these periodic cells are also symmetric, they are called super-periods. A stor-
age ring is then composed of these super-periods. Bending magnets’ main
purpose is to bend the electron beam that allows the electrons to stay in
a circular track in a storage ring. By bending the electrons, they produce
bending-magnet radiation, which can be used in a bending-magnet beam-
line. Bending magnets made out of permanent magnets have field strengths
of around one tesla, and superconducting electromagnets can produce fields
of over five teslas. These field strengths are important because the emit-
ted power of the bending-magnet radiation depend on the magnetic field
strengths and storage-ring energy. In typical situations, the one tesla mag-
nets are not capable of producing radiation that can reach hard x-rays, which
are however possible to produce by using superconducting electromagnets.
[3, 4, 5, 6]

Quadrupole magnets are used to focus the electron beam, and they are
made of four magnets with alternating inward pointing pole ends. Focus-
ing works because at the center of the quadrupole magnetic field is zero, but
the magnetic field grows swiftly with distance from the center. Depending
on the way that the quadrupole magnets are installed, they can either focus
(F-quadrupoles) or defocus (D-quadrupoles) horizontally. If these two are
placed back to back with a correct gap between them, their combined effect
focuses the electron beam both horizontally and vertically. A schematic of a
quadrupole magnet is depicted in Figure 3 (a). [3, 4, 5, 6]
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) In a quadrupole magnet, the Lorentz forces (shown as FL) are
such that in this case they focus the electron beam vertically and defocus
horizontally, making this an example of a D-quadrupole. (b) Sextupole mag-
nets’ focal lengths are inversely proportional to the distance of the electrons
from the central axis, so if electrons are focused at r they are as defocused in
-r. (c) Schematic of the combined chromatic correction of a sextupole and
focusing of a quadrupole. [13]

Sextupole magnets consist of six magnetic poles, and they are used to correct
the chromatic aberrations, i.e. that different electron energies have different
focal points. Chromatic aberrations stem from the focusing of the beam
by the quadrupole magnet. Sextupole magnets amend this by focusing all
electrons with fairly small deviations from the storage-ring energy to focus
on the same point. A schematic of a sextupole magnet is depicted in Figure
3 (b). [3, 4, 5, 6]
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2.4 Insertion devices

Figure 4: A schematic of a wiggler and an undulator. The black and gray
blocks are dipole magnets with magnetic fields pointing up and down at
regular intervals. The horizontal spreads for the electron-beam divergence is
2K/γ for a wiggler and 2/

√
mNγ for an undulator, where m is the harmonic

number and N is the number of periods in the undulator. [14]

Insertion devices are the defining feature of the third-generation synchrotrons.
They are located at the straight sections of the storage-ring between the
bending magnets, and they are used to produce higher levels of fluxes and
brilliances than bending magnets. There are two types of insertion devices
used, wigglers and undulators. Their operating principle is identical, they use
sets of dipole magnets which magnetic fields point alternately up and down.
These magnetic fields cause the electrons to oscillate around the storage-ring
axis. Wigglers and undulators differ only in the size of the angular excursions
from a straight path leading into differing horizontal spreads, as can be seen
in Figure 4. [3, 4, 5, 6]

In wigglers the maximum angular deviation φmax is considerably larger than
the natural angle 1/γ, (γ is the relativistic Lorentz factor) by a factor of K
which is a dimensionless "magnetic-deflection parameter".
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K is defined by an equation

K =
λu,weB0

2πmec
, (1)

where λu,w is the periods of the oscillations in wiggler or in undulator, B0

is the maximum magnetic field, me is the mass of the electron and c is the
speed of light. For wigglers, the K usually has a value between 10 and 50.
Undulators on the other hand have a maximum angular deviation of around
the natural opening angle, i.e. φmax ∼ 1/γ, so K ∼ 1, which is responsible
for overlapping of the radiation cones causing them to interfere with one an-
other. This interference is constructive only in specific wavelengths, causing
the undulators spectrum to have a fundamental frequency and higher order
harmonics of this fundamental frequency. [3, 4, 5, 6, 15]

2.5 FinEstBeAMS beamline

The data for this thesis were collected at the FinEstBeAMS beamline, which
is located at the MAX IV synchrotron facility in Lund, Southern Sweden.
[16, 17, 18]

Figure 5: A schematic of the FinEstBeAMS beamline. [19]

A schematic for FinEstBeAMS beamline is depicted in Figure 5. FinEst-
BeAMS source of photons is an elliptically polarizing undulator (EPU) of
APPLE II type with long magnetic period of 95.2 mm which produces ultra-
violet radiation effectively at the 1.5 GeV storage ring. The EPU contains
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four arrays of magnets that can be used to change radiation’s polarization
by moving them longitudinally with respect to each other. The first optical
component in the beamline is a side-cooled toroidal mirror (M1), which is
located 12 m from the center of the undulator. The purpose of the M1 is to
collimate the beam horizontally and vertically. [16, 17, 18]

After M1, there are two pairs of baffles (BAFF) that limit the acceptance
angle of the monochromator in horizontal and vertical directions. The mono-
chromator consists of an internally cooled plane mirror (M2) and side-cooled
plane gratings. At the moment two gold coated gratings are installed (PG1,
600 lines

mm
and PG2, 92 lines

mm
). The gratings disperse the radiation in to a ver-

tical plane and with adjustment of position and incidence angle of the M2
mirror directs the outgoing radiation in a parallel direction with the incoming
radiation. [16, 17, 18]

After leaving the monochromator, the radiation beam is diverted into one of
the two branchlines by inserting one of two toroidal focusing mirrors, M3GP
or M3SS, into the radiation path. Two branchlines are called gas-phase
branch and solid-state branch, both named as such by their end station. Both
branch lines have exit slits (ES) and after them each branch has a higher-
order suppression unit (HOS), where two optical filters (fused silica, MgF2)
and four thin-film metal filters (In, Sn, Mg, Al) are mounted on two linear
manipulators. These filters suppress the higher-order radiation at photon
energies below 72 eV. Last optical elements are the two ellipsoidal mirrors
M4GP and M4SS, which are used to focus the monochromated radiation to
the end station of each branch. [16, 17, 18]

The FinEstBeAMS beamline has three experimental end stations. A gas-
phase end station (GPES) is used for electron and ion spectroscopy. It
can also be used in photoelectron–photoion coincidence spectroscopy of low-
density matter. The solid-state end station’s (SSES) purpose is the study
of surfaces and interfaces using photoelectron and X-ray absorption spec-
troscopy. Photoluminescence endstation (PLES) is used to study solids using
luminescence spectroscopy. GPES and SSES are placed in separate branch
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lines for their need of different vacuum requirements, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 5. PLES on the other hand has been designed as a movable end station
and when it is in use it is located on the gas-phase branch. The GPES and
PLES have been in regular usage since April 2019 and SSES accepted its first
regular users in June 2021. [16, 17, 18]
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3 Theory

Photoinduced electronic transitions give information on the structure and dy-
namics of molecules. Spectroscopic methods are the tools to gather the infor-
mation by studying the excitation, decay and fragmentation of the molecules.
When a light beam interacts with the sample it can release a number of differ-
ent particles, all of which carry some information about the interaction and
molecule. Kinetic energy, mass, charge and many other properties of par-
ticles emitted in light-matter interaction can give useful information about
the molecule that is studied. By describing excitation, decay and following
fragmentation in detail using coincidence techniques the understanding of
underlying physics can be enhanced, which is essential for proper analysis.
[2, 4, 5, 6, 20, 21]

3.1 Photoexcitation and photoionization

Radiation from different regions of electromagnetic radiation interact with
molecules in different ways. For this thesis the most important part is the
soft x-ray region, where electronic transitions prevail, with vibrational tran-
sitions giving a fine-structure. Absorption of radiation induce transitions,
where in quantum mechanical sense a molecular system changes eigenstates.
In a spectroscopic sense, these transitions cause additional dynamics to the
molecular system, allowing measurements by absorption and emission spec-
troscopy. [2, 4, 5, 6, 20, 21]

Photoexcitation happens when a photon is absorbed in a molecule, and it has
enough energy to promote an electron from a molecular orbital to a higher
energy orbital. An originally neutral molecule stays neutral after photoexci-
tation. In photoionization, the photon has so much energy that it promotes
the electron to a continuum level, ionizing the molecule and resulting in a
singly charged positive ion. Processes, where one photon interacts with a
molecule so that two electrons are excited and/or ionized are possible, and
often the strongest when close to the ionization threshold. [2, 4, 5, 6, 20, 21]
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In molecular spectroscopy, identifying and quantifying molecules electronic
states is vital. Molecules’ electrons occupy orbitals with different symmetries
and binding energies (unoccupied orbitals, where electrons can be promoted
also have binding energies). Photoelectron spectroscopy probes these occu-
pied orbitals by using photoelectric effect, first theorized by Einstein in 1905.
Photoelectric effect is a type of photoionization, where light causes electrons
to eject from the surface of a material. Photoelectric effect occurs when pho-
ton’s energy quantum hν, where h is Planck’s constant and ν is the frequency
of the electromagnetic wave (photon), exceeds electron’s binding energy UB.
The law of conservation of energy states that the kinetic energy of photo-
electron Ukin must be Ukin = hν − UB. By measuring the kinetic energy of
photoelectron (i.e. its velocity) one can determine the binding energies of
orbitals in the molecule. [2, 4, 5, 6, 20, 21]

An example of ethanol’s absorption spectrum is illustrated in Figure 6. The
first peak at about 534 eV corresponds to the first resonance at the O 1s edge
(or K-edge), which leaves ethanol in neutral exited state. The width of the
resonance peak is a possible consequence of vibrational transitions leading to
a fine-structure. Oxygen’s O 1s ionization threshold can be found at about
538 eV, after which the photon energies are sufficiently large to fully remove
an electron from the O 1s orbital in ethanol. [2, 4, 5, 6, 20, 21, 22]

3.2 Decay

When a molecule absorbs an x-ray photon, it typically excites a core electron
to an empty orbital (core excitation) or to the continuum (core ionization).
Resulting core-hole states have only femtosecond lifetimes before decaying
by electron or photon emission. Electron emission also called Auger-Meitner
decay is the most probable (over 99%) decay channel for holes in C 1s, N
1s, or O 1s shells. In a normal Auger-Meitner decay, the molecule is core-
ionized, resulting into a photoelectron and a core-hole that is filled by another
electron. Energy released when the core hole is filled causes some other
electron to be emitted. This electron is called an Auger-Meitner electron.
[2, 4, 5, 6, 20, 21, 24]
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Figure 6: Partial ion yields for O 1s exited states as a function of photon
energy in electronvolts. The continuous line in each graph shows the total
ion yield of ethanol (C2H5OH). Azuma et al. obtained the branching ratios
for O 1s hole states by deducting the proportion from background absorption
obtained at the energy point with bracket. Open and closed circles depict
branching ratios, although the closed circles can be ignored as they illustrate
deuterated ethanol, which is not part of this thesis. The bottom part depicts
branching ratios for O 1s hole states of OH+, the middle part for CH+

3 and
the top part for H+. [22, 23]

Normal Auger-Meitner decay leaves the molecule in a doubly charged positive
and possibly excited state. Auger-Meitner electron’s kinetic energy is equal
to the energy difference between core-ionized state and doubly charged final
state. [2, 4, 5, 6, 20, 21, 24]
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In resonant Auger-Meitner decay the molecule is initially core-excited, but
neutral, and it decays by emitting a resonant Auger-Meitner electron. Reso-
nant processes are separated into participator decay and spectator decay. In
participator decay, the initially exited electron is emitted, while in spectator
decay another valence electron is emitted. These processes leave the molecule
singly charged. In a radiative decay, an excited molecule relaxes by emitting
a fluorescence photon. This is a minority decay channel, and both resonant
and non-resonant x-ray emission has been documented. Non-resonant x-ray
emission leaves the molecule singly charged with a hole in the valence shell.
[2, 4, 5, 6, 20, 21, 24]

3.3 Dissociation

When small molecules like water, methanol or ethanol absorb an x-ray pho-
ton, they tend to break apart. Normal and resonant Auger-Meitner decay
most often leaves the molecule with holes in the valence shells, which usually
causes the molecular ion to dissociate. This fragmentation generates mostly
neutral and positive fragments (molecular ion’s charge was positive), as in
Figure 6, where Azuma et al. measured the intensity of positive ions as a
function of photon energy, i.e. positive partial ion yield. The fragmentation
can also generate very small amounts of negative ions that have been ob-
served at core edges in many small molecules, including methanol.
[2, 4, 5, 6, 20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 28]

3.4 Coincidence

Coincidence spectroscopy is a method of detecting and analyzing multiple
particles simultaneously. It is used to study decay and dissociation processes
by measuring molecule’s particle emissions and fragments. Most processes
will result in multiple fragments and/or emissions, for example, positive ions
are accompanied by electrons and negative ions are always accompanied by
positive ions. This results in many different coincidence methods including
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electron/electron coincidence, electron/ion coincidence and ion/ion coinci-
dence. For this project the ion/ion coincidence or more precisely negative
ion/positive ion coincidence (NIPICO) is the method to focus on. In this
method, all ions (or a subset thereof) created in an ionization and frag-
mentation process are detected. Multiparticle coincidences such as neg-
ative ion/positive ion/positive ion coincidence (NIPIPICO) and negative
ion/positive ion/positive ion/positive ion coincidence (NIPIPIPICO) are also
possible. [2, 4, 5, 6, 20, 21, 24]

3.5 Ion time-of-flight mass spectrometry

Ion time-of-flight mass spectroscopy is a method of determining the identities
and abundances of ions that originate from a sample by measuring their flight
times, which depend on the ions’ mass-to-charge ratios. After ionization in
the source/interaction region, ions are accelerated in the acceleration region
by an electric field of known strength. This electric field accelerates all ions
with the same charge to a same kinetic energy, meaning that heavier ions
have slower velocities than lighter ions (higher charges increase velocities
of the ions). After the acceleration region, ions travel through a field-free
drift region before arriving at the detector. The time it takes for an ion to
reach the detector depends on the velocity of an ion i.e. its mass-to-charge
ratio (m

q
). Using this ratio and spectrometer’s known parameters such as

acceleration region length and electric field strength, ions can be identified.
[4, 5, 6, 20, 29, 30]

In the ideal situation where the initial kinetic energy of a molecule is zero and
the ionization happens at a single point, the temporal resolution would de-
pend only on the timing of the spectrometer. However, in reality, molecules
have thermal kinetic energies defined by the Boltzmann distribution. Ioniza-
tion also happens in a very small volume, but it still causes spacial distribu-
tion of the ions. These errors need to be minimized to obtain high resolution,
which is defined by the largest m

q
that can be completely separated from m

q
+1.

[4, 5, 6, 20, 29]
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Space and energy focusing TOF spectrometers were theorized by Wiley and
McLaren in 1955 (See Figure 7). An ideal instrument consists of three
regions, source, acceleration and drift regions, separated by transmission
meshes. The total flight time t(U0, δs) can be solved by summing the flight
time in each of the regions:

t(U0, δs) = ts + ta + tD, (2)

where U0 is the initial kinetic energy of the ion, δs is a small deviation of
the initial position of the molecule, ts is the flight time in source region, ta is
the flight time in acceleration region and tD it the flight time in drift region.
The flight time in the source region can be solved from

ts =

√
2ms0
qVext

(
√
U0 + qVext ± δUs ±

√
U0), (3)

where m is the mass of an ion, q is the charge of an ion, s0 is the interaction
point that has been centered in the source region, Vext is the extractor mesh
potential and δUs is a small deviation in the ions’ potential energy caused by
the finite size of the ion source. Flight time in the acceleration region can be
calculated from

ta =

√
2md

q(Vdrift − Vext)
(
√
U0 + qVdrift ± δUs +

√
U0 + qVext ± δUs), (4)

where d is length of the acceleration region and Vdrift is the drift tube po-
tential. Finally, the time ions spend in the drift region is

tD =

√
2mD

2
√
U0 + qVdrift ± δUs

, (5)

where D is the drift region length. [4, 5, 6, 20, 29]
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Figure 7: Wiley-McLaren time of flight instrument’s space and energy focus-
ing. In space focusing ions from different starting positions are temporally
focused at the detector. Energy focusing figure illustrates how different start-
ing direction affects ions with same kinetic energy. Ions with directions away
from the detector arrive late. Ions with perpendicular starting directions
arrive at mean times, but they hit the outer regions of the detector. [31]

In space focus condition the aim is to minimize the effect of the spread
of initial positions δs to flight times. In a situation where ions have zero
initial kinetic energy and solving dt

d(δs)
|δs=0 = 0 condition is met when D =

2s0k
3
2
0 (1− 1

k0+
√
k0

d
s0

), where k0 =
Vdrift
Vext

. From this Wiley-McLaren condition
equation if s0, d and D are fixed the ratio k0 can be uniquely determined.
Space-related mass resolution is defined as Ms ≈ 16k0(

s0
δs0

)2, when k0 � 1

and k0 � d
s0
. [4, 5, 6, 20, 29]

Good energy focus condition is achieved when the effect of initial kinetic
energies of ions to the time spread is minimized. Ions that have initial ve-
locities in direction away from the detector have longer flight times than
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those that fly straight towards the detector. The time of flight difference
between these ions is ∆ts = 2

√
2mU0s0
qVext

leading into energy-related mass reso-

lutionMU = 1
4

√
qVdrift
U0

(k0+1√
k0
−
√
k0−1

k0+
√
k0

d
s0

). Different instruments have differing
relative contributions of space and energy focusing, so it is crucial to have a
comprehensive idea of the size of the source and kinetic energies. Limiting
parameters also are the instrument’s total length, highest usable potentials,
detector size and room available for sample insertion. [4, 5, 6, 20, 29]
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4 Instruments of measurements

The measurements were made at the FinEstBeAMS beamline located at
MAX IV Laboratory in Lund, Sweden. The 1.5 GeV storage ring provides
FinEstBeAMS with photons in the energy range 4.5-1000 eV, enabling, for
instance, electron, ion and coincidence spectroscopic studies of molecules,
clusters, nanoparticles and liquids. [16, 17, 18]

4.1 Gas-phase endstation

The gas-phase endstation at FinEstBeAMS was originally designed for photo-
electron/photoion coincidence (PEPICO) experiments of gas phase targets
and samples with high vapour pressure in mind. Main instruments include
a Scienta R4000 electron spectrometer and a momentum imaging multi-hit-
capable ion TOF mass spectrometer, both fitted with fast position-sensitive
detectors made for coincidence experiments. These spectrometers can also
be used separately for the measurements of electron kinetic energy spectra
and ion TOF spectra. The samples can be injected via a gas inlet, a va-
porization oven, an adiabatic expansion cluster source and a liquid microjet
source. In the study carried out in this thesis, the negative-ion/positive-ion
coincidence (NIPICO) experimental setup was used. This NIPICO setup is
described in detail later in this thesis. When the NIPICO setup is used with-
out external magnets on the negative ion TOF mass spectrometer, PEPICO
measurements without electron energy analysis are possible. [16, 17, 18]
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Figure 8: A schematic of the instrument setup used originally at Elettra, with
a different positive ion spectrometer and interaction region but the principle
was the same in the experiments performed at FinEstBeAMS. ChristianTOF
for negative ions on the top and GPES TOF for positive ions on the bottom.
In the source/interaction region, synchrotron radiation ionizes the sample,
which causes it to fragment into positive, negative or neutral fragments. Pos-
itive and negative fragments move through the acceleration region into the
spectrometers. ChristianTOF’s magnet is used to deflect electrons from hit-
ting the detector, while allowing negative ions to pass to the detector. Unlike
in the figure the magnet’s position has never been fixed in the experiments,
and often more than one magnet has been used. [32]
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4.2 Time-of-flight spectrometers

NIPICO spectroscopy is based on two time-of-flight spectrometers mounted
opposite of each other. This spectrometer set-up can be seen in Figure 8. The
negative-ion TOF mass spectrometer is used to observe negatively charged
ions while simultaneously suppressing electrons by using an external magnetic
field that deflects the electrons out of the perforated drift tube. The positive-
ion TOF mass spectrometer measures the flight times of positive ions.
[2, 18, 20, 21, 29, 30]

ChristianTOF, the negative-ion TOF mass spectrometer used in this project,
was designed to be operated together with two already existing spectrome-
ters, RamiTOF and VG 220i at the Gas-phase Photoemission beamline at
Elettra. ChristianTOF was originally used at Elettra, but it has been trans-
ferred to FinEstBeAMS. RamiTOF is a positive-ion TOF spectrometer and
VG 220i is an electron spectrometer, more specifically a hemispherical ana-
lyzer. VG 200i/ChristianTOF setup was never tested. [20]

Small, but strong neodymium disc magnets are used in the ChristianTOF for
electron deflection. Except for transmission meshes, ChristianTOF’s metal
parts are of pure aluminum as it is non-magnetic, which is an advantage when
the magnet is in use. Another upside for using aluminum is its lower cost
and the ease of manufacturing. The downside of aluminum is oxide buildup
on surfaces, which can cause local charging during heavy bombardment of
charged particles. PEEK (polyether ether ketone) is a thermoplastic polymer
used extensively in high vacuum conditions. In ChristianTOF PEEK is used
in mounting the drift tube to the flange and in mounting the extractor mesh
and repeller mesh. ChristianTOF’s main dimensions and potentials used in
the experiments are listed on Table 1 and its schematic is depicted in Figure
8. [20]

The positive-ion TOF mass spectrometer used was a modified Wiley–
McLaren type TOF analyzer. Instead of a standard Wiley-McLaren TOF
analyser setup with flat-field determinations by grids, the GPES TOF uses
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two electrostatic lens elements. The acceleration electrode’s aperture func-
tions as one of the lens elements, and the second of the lens elements is an
electrode called a focusing lens located between the extractor and the drift
tube. These electrostatic elements allow the GPES TOF to be optimized
for momentum imaging, geometrical source imaging or for best ion TOF
resolution. [17]

The GPES TOF is composed of modules to allow different styles of source
regions to be fastened to the standard drift tube module, or by removing
both modules while leaving the standard detector module in place. The
GPES TOF’s main dimensions and potentials used in the experiments are
listed on Table 1 and its schematic is depicted in Figure 8. [17]

A scheme of a negative-ion/positive-ion coincidence (NIPICO) setup can be
seen in Figure 8. As the two TOF spectrometers share a common source
region, the source region width is the same for both spectrometers. Common
source region also means there is only one repeller potential and one extractor
potential for the whole setup, so that Vrep and Vext act as extractor and
repeller electrodes for positive ions, respectively, as listed in Table 1. [17, 20]

Table 1: Potentials of the electrodes used in the experiments and the main
dimensions of the two TOF spectrometers. [17, 20]

ChristianTOF GPES TOF
Repeller potential Vrep +300 V +300 V
Extractor potential Vext -300 V -300 V
Drift tube potential Vdrift +2000 V -1830 V
MCP potential VMCP +4300 V -1950 V
Focusing lens potential Vfoc - -300 V
Vdrift/Vext k0 6.7 6.1
Source region width 2s0 20 mm 20 mm
Acceleration region width d 5 mm 6 mm
Drift tube length D 402 mm 600 mm
Detector width W 77 mm 80 mm
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5 Analyzing the experimental data

The experiments on ethanol were performed at the FinEstBeAMS beamline
at MAX IV in March 2020. The ion TOF spectrometers for positive and
negative ions were installed to the replica (or "user") vacuum chamber of the
gas-phase end station. The experimental data was analyzed using Igor Pro
8 data analysis program (WaveMetrics, Inc., OR, USA). In addition to the
experimental data a logbook of the measurements, an Excel file (which can
be found in the Appendix) containing flight times of numerous ions as well
as procedures and programs for Igor Pro 8 were also used in analysis. The
Excel file’s flight times for positive ions were determined from the PEPICO
spectrum. The flight times of negative ions can then be obtained from arrival
time differences (ATD) in a NIPICO spectrum by identifying two peaks,
typically H−/H+ and O−/H+, which are often the most intense ones. If the
identification is correct, the ATDs of other NI/PI peaks are correctly given
by the flight time equations mentioned in chapter 3.5. Data acquisition was
carried out using CoboldPC software (RoentDek Handels GmbH, Germany),
and programs related to data transfer to Igor Pro-suitable format as well as
data analysis in Igor Pro were made by Prof. Edwin Kukk from University
of Turku. Make_NIPICO macro was written by Dr. Antti Kivimäki from
the FinEstBeAMS beamline staff.

To record the coincidences between negative particles (anions and electrons
not deflected by the magnet) and positive ions, a constant extraction field
in the interaction field (see Figure 8) was used. After the measurement
coincidences can be searched for by utilizing macros and procedures in Igor
Pro 8. Detection of a negative particle was used as a START signal and
positive ion as a STOP signal in data arrays, when the data was written
into an experiment file. Igor’s procedure was written so that there could
be multiple STOPs for each START. Effectively, these signals give ATDs
between negative particles and positive ions.

It is also possible to accept STOP signals before the START signal by using
the CoboldPC program of the Gas-phase end station, allowing detection in
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cases where positive ion arrives to the detector before the negative particle,
leading into a negative arrival time difference. The arrival time differences
between STARTs and STOPs were written in data arrays that were analyzed
by binning nearby arrival time differences in histograms. The intensities of
the NIPICO channels were obtained by integrating the counts over appropri-
ate arrival time difference ranges in the spectra, whereas NIPIPICO channels
were extracted by counting events in two-dimensional coincidence maps as
seen later in this chapter.

5.1 Experimental data

The NIPICO experiments on ethanol were made with different photon en-
ergies ranging from 530 eV to 541 eV, corresponding to the O 1s ionization
edge. The first step in the analysis process is to combine data from the differ-
ent experiments done at the same photon energy into the same file to avoid
mix-ups. LMFReaderVLC_Max program is then used to extract more coin-
cidence events from the original .lmf files than were saved in more compact
.bin files immediately after data acquisition. The discrimination threshold,
which is used to reject signals that are too small (this was done to improve
signal-to-noise ratio) was adjusted so that only a small percentage of hits
(around 2-3%) were registered as "Failed hits". It also creates and saves a
.bin file from the .lmf file that is used in following analysis. After making the
.bin file with a proper discrimination threshold, the next step is to open Igor
Pro 8 and from there open "LMF importer" menu and then select "Read
hits". That macro asks the maximum hit count and then reads one of the
.bin files that were saved earlier. After that, the macro asks to read another
file, which allows the macro to sum the data from multiple .bin files of the
same photon energy into a single Igor experiment.

Selecting "Extract XY positions" from the "LMF importer" menu, Igor opens
a new window XY_settingspanelLMF whose parameters are all empty. These
parameters are uploaded from a file called LMF_params.itx, provided by
Prof. Edwin Kukk, by selecting "Save or load parameters" from "LMF im-
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porter" menu. After loading the parameters, Igor adds the parameter values
to XY_settingspanelLMF window. Selecting "Extract XY" Igor extracts
XY values from .bin files and by selecting "Save XYT" Igor saves the ex-
periment file in FEBS.bin format into the experiment folder. By running
the Make_NIPICO macro provided by Dr. Antti Kivimäki, the macro goes
through the experiment file and sorts events into different data arrays de-
pending on how many positive ions were recorded in coincidence with each
negative particle and draws histograms and other graphs.

5.2 NIPICO

NIPICO analysis starts by cropping the range of the x-axis on the Graph0
window, where possible NIPICO peaks were detected on the T1_HIST_10
histogram. T1_HIST_10 histogram is drawn by Make_NIPICO macro de-
picting how many hit counts were there for each arrival time difference in-
terval in nanoseconds (for instance, in 10 ns intervals). Cropping the x-axis
so that only the possible peaks are shown makes the remaining peaks more
noticeable by zooming the graph. Reading the x-axis values of the peaks is
done by opening the "Show info" from the "Graph" tab and dragging the
info sections cursor on top of a peak. The peak’s value is then shown in the
info section. The x-axis value is then compared to the ATD values found in
the Excel file under the text NIPICO. The individual ATDs are located in
the intersection of the negative ion on top and the positive ion on the left.
If there is a reasonably close match (around ±10 ns) the name of the peak
is then marked in the T1 histogram.
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Figure 9: A NIPICO graph of ethanol measured at 533.9 eV, with some of
the strongest peaks named. The rest of the peaks consist of coincidences that
cannot be fully explained thus their identification is in question or they are
artifacts. The "?" peak at -4400 ns is caused by an experimental error, which
disappeared when the drift tube voltage of the GPES TOF was changed in
later measurements. The wide peaks at around 2500 nanoseconds and 3700
nanoseconds consist of both negative ion/positive ion coincidences and photo-
electron/photoion coincidences (see Figure 10).

After matching an x-axis value to a coincidence, it is then marked in the T1
histogram by right mouse clicking the graph and selecting "Add Annotation".
It opens a menu where the coincidence can be written. Changing the anno-
tation style to tag, it can be placed on the graph by clicking "Position" and
copying the "pnt" value from the info section below and adding it to "At
p" and clicking "Do it". This process is then repeated for all the coincidence
peaks. If a peak did not have a corresponding NIPICO coincidence, the peak
was then marked as "?". It turned out that all peaks in the spectrum may
not be real, but there can also be artifacts. The end result can be seen in
Figure 9.
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Figure 10: Figure 9’s NIPICO (red) spectrum with an included PEPICO
(blue) spectrum, where the strongest peaks are named. The spectra have
been scaled so that e−/H+ peaks are equal. Using the PEPICO spectrum,
the electron based peaks are easy to distinguish from negative ion based
peaks. PEPICO spectrum shows for example that the NIPICO peak at 3700
nanoseconds is at least partly made from electron based coincidences like
e−/CH+

2 . The PEPICO peak marked "?" could be caused by e−/CH2+
2 , with

a ATD of about 2560 nanoseconds.

5.3 NIPIPICO

NIPIPICO analysis deals with events where three ions were observed in co-
incidence, which differs from two ion analysis by presenting the coincidences
in two dimensions. The "Make_NIPICO" macro, draws a two-dimensional
map (see Figure 11), where the x-axis gives the arrival time difference be-
tween the negative ion and the first (fastest) positive ion, and the y-axis
gives the ATD between the negative ion and the second positive ion. NIP-
IPICO coincidences are seen as clusters. Again, by cropping both axes, the
identification of clusters is easier. By moving the info cursor in the middle
of a cluster and comparing the x and y values of the cluster to the ATDs
listed in the Excel file, the ions can be recognized. Marking the coincidence
on the graph happens the same way as in NIPICO, but instead of tagging,
textboxes were used. Some clusters had two possible interpretations, for
example, H−/H+/CH+

4 and H−/H+/O+. Both interpretations were marked
separately as can be seen in Figure 11 (b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: A NIPIPICO graph of ethanol measured at 533.9 eV, with the
most identifiable clusters named. The whole graph has been divided in
two to focus on different ion series. In (a) the focus was on C−2 /H+/PI2,
O−/H+/PI2, CH−/H+/PI2 and C−/H+/PI2 ion series, where PI2 is the
second positive ion that varies. In (b) the focus was on H−/H+/PI2 and
e−/H+/PI2 ion series. Figure (b) also has four unidentifiable clusters be-
tween 2000 ns and 4000 ns. As can be seen, weak clusters such as H−/H+/H+

2

are hard to differentiate from the background noise.
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Igor Pro 8 has commands to make the graph cleaner by removing background
noise while preserving weak 3 ion coincidences. Commands
"JointHistogram/BINS={5000,5000} T2_1, T2_2" and
"NewImage M_JointHistogram" draw a new two-dimensional map. By us-
ing a high number of bins, the resolution of the image is increased. Com-
mand "ModifyImage M_JointHistogram ctab= {0,*,ColdWarm,0}" changes
the graph so when there are a large amount of coincidences in a small area
the color changes to "warmer". This is done by right-clicking the graph and
selecting "Modify Image Appearance" and modifying the values of "First
Color at Z =" to 1 and "Last Color at Z=" to 50 and selecting "Log Col-
ors". Changing the "Before First Color" option to white from the selectable
colors makes so that the background goes to white, while only coincidences
have color. A result for these changes can be seen in Figure 12.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Same graph as in Figure 11 after using methods mentioned in the
text. Compared to Figure 11 even some of the weak clusters are easier to
detect and thus identify.
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5.4 NIPIPIPICO

Four ion coincidence cannot be directly analyzed like two or three ion coin-
cidences. First the four ion coincidence data is rearranged by using "Sort
T3_1, T3_1 T3_2, T3_3" command. These waves contain ATDs for neg-
ative ion and three positive ions, where T3_1 has the ATDs between the
negative ion and first positive ion, T3_2 has the ADTs between the negative
ion and the second positive ion and T3_3 has the ADTs between the nega-
tive ion and the third positive ion. "Sort" command changes the order of the
waves in order of the first wave (T3_1) and the rest tell for which waves this
command is directed at (T3_1 T3_2, T3_3). "Edit T3_1, T3_2, T3_3"
command opens a table of data points that are ordered by T3_1. By opening
the T3_1_Hist_10 histogram from the "Windows" menu, the peaks on the
graph can be recognized, marked and named as in NIPICO. The peaks tell
the first two ions of the four ion coincidence.
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Figure 13: NIPIPIPICO graph of ethanol measured at 533.9 eV, with some
of the strongest peaks named. H−/H+ peak has been selected for the four
ion coincidence analysis, and the second and third positive ion are shown in
the inset. Coincidence counts decrease as the number of ions in coincidence
increase, as expected (compare counts with Figure 9).

To get the two remaining ions of a peak is done by placing the info cursors
around the peak of interest in the T3_1_Hist_10 histogram (for instance
H−/H+ in Figure 13) where the intensity had lowered to background/noise
level. To store data points of the peak, a new, blank table is opened from
"Windows" and clicking "New Table". By copying the lines from T3_1,
T3_2, T3_3 table into the blank table which were in between the info cursors
X values a coincidence map similar to NIPIPICO can be drawn. The table is
then renamed by clicking the small gear in the top right corner and selecting
"RenameWaves". The individual waves can be named as T3_1_XmYpPIPI,
T3_2_XmYpPIPI and T3_3_XmYpPIPI, where X is the negative ion, Y
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is the positive ion. As an example, X=O and Y=H. The copied partial
data set then contains coincidence events where the negative ion is O−, the
first positive ion is H+, while the second and third positive ions can be
different. The command "Display T3_3_XmYpPIPI vs T3_2_XmYpPIPI"
draws the actual coincidence map for the second and third positive ions (the
first positive ion has been preselected above). The mode of the graph is then
changed from the "Modify Trace Appearance" menu from "Lines between
points" to "Dots" or by writing a command "ModifyGraph mode=2" to the
Command Window. The coincidences can then be marked like in the case
of three ion coincidence, although the number and intensities of the clusters
are much smaller than in NIPIPICO.
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6 Results

The NIPICO analysis in this thesis focuses around three photon energies.
The energies are chosen around the first O 1s resonance and the O 1s ioniza-
tion threshold to see how the ethanol’s dissociation changes with the photon
energy. As the spectra are composed of many peaks that cannot yet fully be
explained, in the analysis process one needs to be critical on how to interpret
the possible coincidences as just the correct ATD is not a concrete proof on
the existence of a negative ion. It is far more likely that a peak is caused by
an experimental error than some exotic negative ion.

6.1 533.9 eV, at the first O 1s resonance

The NIPICO spectra for 533.9 eV can be seen in Figure 9. The analysis at
533.9 eV, i.e. at the first O 1s resonance, shows that in NIPICO spectra
the most abundant anions were O− and H−. Anions that were also detected
were C−, C−2 , OH− although not very intensely. Two photoelectron-photoion
e−/H+ and e−/CH+

2 coincidence pairs were detected, even though the elec-
tron suppressing magnets were in use. There were two wide peak structures
between 2000 and 4000 nanoseconds that could not be fully identified.

After analyzing the coincidence data, it was revealed that there were about
39 different NIPIPICO channels if all the possible channels are counted.
H−/H+/CH+

4 and H−/H+/O+ coincidences and H−/H+/C2H+
4 and

H−/H+/CO+ coincidences have practically the identical arrival time dif-
ferences meaning they can not be distinguished from each other. Thus,
all the possible coincidence channels need to be counted. In reality, the
H−/H+/O+ is much more likely as it does not require the migration of
the hydrogen atom, like CH+

4 does. The most intense NIPIPICO channels
were O−/H+/H+, O−/H+/CH+

n (n = 0 − 3), H−/H+/H+, H−/H+/O+ and
H−/H+/CH+

n (n = 0 − 4). The series intensities seem to decrease as the n
increases. There were also four unidentified clusters between 2000 and 4000
nanoseconds. The rest of the weaker NIPIPICO coincidences can be seen in
Figures 11 and 12.
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The coincidence data also exhibited 17 possible PEPIPICO channels. Same
as in NIPIPICO the e−/H+/CH+

4 , e−/H+/O+ coincidences and e−/H+/C2H+
4

and e−/H+/CO+ coincidences can not be differentiated from each other. The
most intense PEPIPICO channel was e−/H+/H+. The rest of the PEPICO
channels can be seen in Figures 11 and 12.

In NIPIPIPICO the amount of channels reduced to 19 with the most intense
channels belonging to series O−/H+/H+/CH+

n (n = 0, 1), O−/H+/H+/C2H+
n

(n = 0, 1), O−/H+/C+/C+, H−/H+/H+/CH+
n (n = 0 − 2). The rest of

the weaker channels were H−/H+/H+/O+, H−/H+/H+/C2H+
n (n = 0 − 2),

H−/H+/H+/COH+
n (n = 0, 1), C−2 /H+/H+/O+, C−/H+/H+/C+ and

C−/H+/H+/(O+ and CH+
4 ). Compared to NIPICO and NIPIPICO the NIP-

IPIPICO coincidences are more uncommon. As in NIPIPICO, the intensities
of the channels generally decrease when n increases.

In PEPIPIPICO there were only four possible channels, e−/H+/H+/C+,
e−/H+/H+/CH+

2 , e−/H+/H+/CH+
4 and e−/H+/H+/O+.

6.2 530 eV, below the first O 1s resonance

NIPICO spectrum below the first O 1s resonance at 530 eV, which is depicted
in Figure 14, reveals that the NIPICO counts were reduced significantly
compared to 533.9 eV. The highest counts in 533.9 eV is above 2500 counts,
which diminished down to around 300 counts in 530 eV. The most numerous
anions were O− and H−, as the strong peak at -380 ns and the two wide peaks
can not be identified, so they are presumed to be artifacts. The weaker anions
that were also observed are OH− and C−. One possible PEPICO coincidence
peak e−/CH+

2 was detected in the NIPICO spectrum.
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Figure 14: NIPICO spectrum of ethanol measured at 530 eV, below the first
O 1s resonance. The NIPICO counts are a fraction of that of 533.9 eV counts.

Figure 15: NIPIPICO spectrum of ethanol measured at 530 eV. The amount
of coincidence clusters has reduced drastically when compared with 533.9 eV
NIPIPICO coincidences.
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There were only 5 discernible NIPIPICO channels, O−/H+/H+, O−/H+/CH+
n

(n = 0, 1), H−/H+/H+ and H−/H+/C+, which all were quite weak overall
as can be seen in Figure 15. There were 4 unidentified NIPIPICO channels
located between 2000 and 4000 nanoseconds, which seem to be the same ones
that were also detected in 533.9 eV NIPIPICO. PEPIPICO channels were not
identified.

The NIPIPIPICO counts of the spectrum were so low that neither NIPIP-
IPICO or PEPIPIPICO channels were observed.

6.3 541 eV, above the O 1s ionization threshold

NIPICO spectrum that is clearly above the oxygen’s ionization threshold
measured at 541 eV is presented in Figure 16. From the figure it can be
seen that the most abundant anions were H− and O−. The highest NIPICO
counts were around 1400, which is more than 1000 counts lower than in
533.9 eV, although the most intense peaks are most likely artifacts. 541
eV NIPICO spectrum has more discernible NIPICO peaks than the 533.9
eV spectrum. The rest of the detected weaker anions were C−, C−2 and
OH−. There were also 11 recognizable PEPICO peaks in spite of the electron
deflecting magnets.
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Figure 16: NIPICO spectrum that is measured at 541 eV, which is above
the oxygen’s ionization threshold. It seem that most of the peaks that were
in 533.9 eV spectrum can be found in this spectrum as well, but H−/(O+

and CH+
4 ), which was one of the strongest peaks in 533.9 eV is completely

missing.

The NIPIPICO channels increased to about 43 possible channels, if all the
possible channels are counted. The channels are presented in Figure 17. The
strongest NIPIPICO coincidences channels were O−/H+/H+, O−/H+/CH+

n

(n = 0−2), O−/H+/C2H+
n (n = 0−3), H−/H+/H+, H−/H+/CH+

n (n = 0−4),
H−/H+/C2H+

n (0−4), H−/H+/OH+
n (n = 0, 1) and H−/H+/COH+

n (n = 0, 1)

series. All the channels, which were detected in 533.9 eV NIPIPICO were
detected at 541 eV, except for O−/H+/CH+

3 and O−/H+/H+
2 . New, but

quite weak channels were C2H−/H+/H+, C2H−/H+/O+, CH−/H+/CH+ and
C−/H+/CH+

n (n = 1, 2). As in 533.9 eV NIPIPICO the intensities of the
channels seem to decrease when n increases.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17: NIPIPICO spectrum of ethanol measured at 541 eV. The whole
graph has been divided in two to focus on different ion series. In (a) the
focus was on C2H−/H+/PI2, C−2 /H+/PI2, O−/H+/PI2, CH−/H+/PI2 and
C−/H+/PI2 ion series, where PI2 is the second positive ion. In (b) the focus
was on H−/H+/PI2, e−/H+/PI2, e−/H+

2 /PI2 ion series. Three individual
clusters, e−/CH+

2 /COH+, e−/CH+
3 /COH+ and e−/OH+/C2H+

3 can be seen
around 3000 to 4000 nanoseconds.
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The coincidence data also exhibited 28 possible PEPIPICO channels. Like
in NIPIPICO all the coincidences that were detected at 533.9 eV were also
detected in 541 eV. The new coincidences were e−/H+/C2OH+

n (n = 0− 3),
e−/H+

2 /H
+
2 , e−/H+

2 /C2H+
n (n = 1 − 3), e−/CH+

2 /COH+, e−/CH+
3 /COH+

and e−/OH+/C2H+
3 . There were also 6 coincidence clusters that could not

be recognized.

Above the ionization threshold there were 29 identifiable NIPIPIPICO chan-
nels. As in NIPIPICO all the coincidence channels that were detected in
533.9 eV were detected in 541 eV. The new coincidences that were disclosed
were C−2 /H+/H+/H+, C−/H+/H+/H+, C−/H+/C+/O+, H−/H+/H+/H+,
H−/H+/H+/CH+

3 , O−/H+/H+/H+, O−/H+/H+/CH+
2 , O−/H+/H+/C2H+

2 ,
O−/H+/C+/CH+ and O−/H+/CH+/CH+. From the NIPIPIPICO spectrum
it was possible to detect 5 possible PEPIPIPICO channels, four of which were
the same as in 533.9 eV. The new PEPIPIPICO channel was e−/H+/H+/H+.
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7 Conclusions and discussion

Dissociation of core-exited and core-ionized ethanol molecules can create neg-
ative ions. Using negative time-of-flight and positive time-of-flight spectro-
meters opposite of each other, the experimental setup can be used to study
negative ions in coincidence with positive ions. The weak magnetic field in
the negative time-of-flight spectrometer deflects most of the unwanted elec-
trons, increasing the spectrometer’s sensitivity. The methods used in this
thesis are suitable for ethanol’s NIPICO studies, as the same methods were
used by Antti Kivimäki et al. for methanol (CH3OH). From the amount of
NIPICO counts it can be seen that the negative time-of-flight spectrometer
was efficient at detecting negative ions. NIPIPICO and NIPIPIPICO also
gives additional information how the ethanol molecules can fragment during
ionization. As the ATDs were the basis of identifying the peaks in the spectra
and not all the peaks can be fully explained, meaning there is a probabil-
ity that the data has been misinterpreted and some of the peaks have been
missed or misidentified. [2]

At oxygen’s first 1s resonance of 533.9 eV, O− and H− were the most in-
tense anions. There were 39 possible NIPIPICO channels with the strongest
channels being O−/H+/H+, H−/H+/H+ and the ion series O−/H+/CH+

n

(n = 0 − 3) and H−/H+/CH+
n (n = 0 − 4). There were 19 NIPIPIPICO

channels, with H−/H+/H+/C+ and O−/H+/H+/C+ being the most intense.
Under the oxygen’s 1s resonance at 530 eV the ionization of carbon seem
to be more common than ionization of oxygen. The intensities of O− and
H− reduced significantly, but they were still the most intense anions. There
were only 5 discernible NIPIPICO channels and no NIPIPIPICO channels.
Above the oxygen’s 1s ionization threshold at 541 eV again O− and H− were
the anions with the most counts. Nearly all the anions that were detected
at 533.9 eV and 530 eV were also observed in 541 eV. There were 43 possible
NIPIPICO channels, almost all the NIPIPICO channels that were identified
at 533.9 eV and 530 eV were detected.
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All three energies had similar structures between 2000 and 4000 nanoseconds.
These wide peaks may be composed of many NIPICO and PEPICO peaks,
with similar arrival time differences (see the Excel file in Appendix), making
it challenging to identify a single peak. The "?" peak at -4400 nanoseconds,
that was seen in every energy is caused by an experimental error, which
disappeared when the drift tube voltage of the GPES TOF was changed
in later measurements. Some of the differences may be explained on the
amount of data, as in 533.9 eV the data was a combination of six different
measurements, while 541 eV was a combination of two and 530 eV only had
one measurement.

As double ionization is usually less probable than single-electron ionization,
doubly charged ions were not the main focus of this thesis, meaning that there
are possible coincidences involving doubly charged ions that were not taken
into consideration. Doubly charged positive ions might explain the unidenti-
fied NIPIPICO clusters that were seen between 2000 and 4000 nanoseconds.
For the future, revisiting this data in search of doubly charged positive ion
coincidences, especially above the O 1s ionization threshold, where Auger-
Meitner decay leads to doubly charged positive ions, may be possible. In my
opinion, NIPICO has a great potential for studying the dissociation of more
complex molecules and in general it can be a powerful tool for research in
the future. [33, 34]
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Appendix

Excel file used for the analysis of the ethanol spectra has been divided into
two figures for legibility. On the left corner of the top figure are the masses
of different ions (in atomic mass units) and under TOF the calculated flight
times of negative and positive ions. Both figures have NIPICO tables that
show arrival time differences (ATDs) for negative ion-positive ion pairs. Dur-
ing the measurements, the experimental team used green color to indicate
certain observation of coincidence peaks and yellow color to indicate possible
observation of coincidence peaks.

NIPICO
Neg ion Pos ion H- H2- H3- C- CH- CH2- CH3- O- OH-

H 1,0078250 769 944,885743 H 175,8857 -151,175 -402,138 -1759,12 -1871,22 -1979,066082 -2083,0954 -2180,11426 -2277,7
H2 2,0156501 1096,061 1354,90984 H2 585,9098 258,8489 7,886144 -1349,09 -1461,2 -1569,041982 -1673,0713 -1770,09016 -1867,68
H3 3,0234751 1347,024 1669,5324 H3 900,5324 573,4714 322,5087 -1034,47 -1146,58 -1254,419424 -1358,4487 -1455,4676 -1553,05
C 12 2704,003 3370,72676 C 2601,727 2274,666 2023,703 666,7236 554,6167 446,7749327 342,74564 245,726757 148,1399
CH 13,0078250 2816,11 3511,27095 CH 2742,271 2415,21 2164,247 807,2678 695,1609 587,3191246 483,28983 386,270949 288,6841
CH2 14,0156501 2923,952 3646,46812 CH2 2877,468 2550,407 2299,444 942,4649 830,358 722,516291 618,487 521,468116 423,8813
CH3 15,0234751 3027,981 3776,88574 CH3 3007,886 2680,825 2429,862 1072,883 960,7757 852,9339184 748,90463 651,885743 554,2989
CH4 16,0313 3128,576 3902,99752 CH4 3133,998 2806,937 2555,974 1198,994 1086,887 979,0456952 777,99752 680,4107
O 15,994915 3125 3898,51468 O 3129,515 2802,454 2551,491 1194,511 1082,405 974,5628568 870,53356 773,514681
O2- 7,9974573 2203,677 2743,48597 O2- 1647,425 1396,462
OH 17,0027397 3222,587 4020,85561 OH 3251,856 2924,795 2673,832 1316,852 1204,746 1096,903784 992,87449
CO 27,994915 4140,92 5172,13497 CO 4403,135 4076,074 3825,111 2468,132 2356,025 2248,183148 2144,1539
COH 29,0027397 4215,165 5265,21385 COH 4496,214 4169,153 3918,19 2561,211 2449,104 2341,262023 2237,2327
COH2 30,0105647 4288,132 5356,68908 COH2 4587,689 4260,628 4009,665 2652,686 2540,579 2432,737253 2328,708
COH3 31,0183897 4359,883 5446,6408 COH3 4677,641 4350,58 4099,617 2742,638 2630,531 2522,688975 2418,6597
COH4 32,0262148 4430,477 5535,14269 COH4 4766,143 4439,082 4188,119 2831,139 2719,033 2611,190867
C2 24 3832,569 4785,56711 C2 4016,567 3689,506 3438,543 1660,56711 1562,98
C2H 25,0078250 3912,639 4885,94842 C2H 4116,948 3789,887 3538,925 1760,94842 1663,362
C2H2 26,0156501 3991,112 4984,32661 C2H2 4215,327 3888,266 3637,303 1859,32661 1761,74
C2H3 27,0234751 4068,079 5080,817 C2H3 4311,817 3984,756 3733,793 1955,817 1858,23
C2H4 28,0313001 4143,623 5175,52427 C2H4 4406,524 4079,463 3828,501 2050,52427 1952,937
C2H5 29,0391252 4217,821 5268,54378 C2H5 4499,544 4172,483 3921,52 2143,54378 2045,957
C2H6 30,0469502 4290,743 5359,96265 C2H6
C2O 39,994915 4953,502 6190,83889 C2O 5421,839 5094,778 4843,815
C2OH 41,0027397 5015,783 6268,91799 C2OH 5499,918 5172,857 4921,894
C2OH2 42,0105647 5077,303 6346,04328 C2OH2 5577,043 5249,982 4999,02
C2OH3 43,0183897 5138,089 6422,24887 C2OH3 5653,249 5326,188 5075,225
C2OH4 44,0262148 5198,167 6497,56691 C2OH4 5728,567 5401,506 5150,543
C2OH5 45,0340398 5257,562 6572,0277 C2OH5 5803,028 5475,967 5225,004
C2OH6 46,0418648 5316,296 6645,65986 C2OH6 5876,66 5298,636

TOF
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NIPICO
CO- COH- COH2- COH3- COH4- C2H3- C2H4- C2H5- C2H6- C2H- C2- O(2-) C2OH5

H -3196,03 -3270,279373 -3343,2458 -3414,99691 -3485,592 -3123,19 -3198,73734 -3272,935535 -2967,75 -2887,68 -1258,79 -4312,68
H2 -2786,01 -2860,255274 -2933,2217 -3004,97281 -3075,567 -2713,17 -2788,71324 -2557,73 -2477,66 -848,767
H2 -2471,39 -2545,632716 -2618,5991 -2690,35025 -2760,945 -2398,55 -2474,09068 -2243,11 -2163,04 -534,144
C -770,193 -844,4383592 -917,40475 -989,155894 -1059,751 1167,05

CH -629,649 -703,8941672 -776,86056 -848,611702 -919,2064 1307,594
CH2 -494,451 -568,6970008 -641,66339 -713,414536 -784,0092 1442,792
CH3 -364,034 -438,2793734 -511,24576 -582,996909 1573,209
CH4 -237,922 -312,1675966 -385,13399

O -169,564 -245,108397 -319,3065968 -392,228 -14,1245 65,94594
O2-
OH -47,223 -122,76747 -196,96567 108,2164 188,2869
CO

COH
COH2
COH3
COH4

C2 2581,891
C2H 2682,272

C2H2 2780,65
C2H3 2877,14
C2H4 2971,848
C2H5 3064,867
C2H6
C2O

C2OH
C2OH2
C2OH3
C2OH4
C2OH5
C2OH6

Figure 18: Excel file that was used for ethanol analysis.
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